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    Frank Goeddeke is a DSA member, and former 
Detroit DSA executive board member, who decided 
to volunteer for the Peace Corps after retiring from 
General Motors.

	 When	 the	 Peace	 Corps	 recruiter	 told	 me	 she	
was	 nominating	 me	 to	 be	 a	 university	 teacher	 in	
Mongolia,	I	knew	nothing	of	Mongolia.		I	went	home	
to	 the	 internet	 and	 found	 two	 newspaper	 articles	
about	Mongolia.	 	The	first	 told	of	how	the	capital	
city,	Ulaanbaatar,	 is	 the	 coldest	 capital	 city	 in	 the	
world.	 	The	second	article	told	of	a	foreigner	who	
was	assaulted	because	he	was	dating	a	Mongolian	
woman.		I	decided	right	then	the	probability	of	me	
getting	on	the	plane	to	Mongolia	as	a	Peace	Corps	
Volunteer	 (PCV)	was	going	 to	be	a	 lot	higher	 the	
less	I	knew	about	Mongolia.		So	I	trusted	the	Peace	
Corps	would	take	care	of	me	and	decided	not	to	find	
out	anything	more	until	I	got	there.		Now	that	I	have	
been	here	for	a	year	and	a	half	I	have	learned	many	
great	things	about	Mongolia.

	 Mongolia	 is	 the	 most	 sparsely	 populated	
country	in	the	world,	about	the	size	of	Alaska	with	
a	population	of	almost	3	million.		It	has	a	rich	and	
unique	cultural	history,	with	the	zenith	being	when	
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Chinggis	Khan	united	 the	Mongolian	 tribes	 and	 in	
the	13th	century	ruled	more	territory	than	any	empire	
in	 history.	 	 Completely	 landlocked	 between	 China	
and	Russia,	Mongolia	has	since	been	under	Chinese	
rule	 until	 1921,	 then	 under	 Soviet	 control	 until	
1991.	 	Now	Mongolia	has	 a	 free	market	 economy,	
and	is	trying	to	expand	its	international	relations.		In	
recent	years	there	has	been	a	rising	mining	industry	
which	is	dominating	all	aspects	of	Mongolia.		Global	
warming	is	causing	desertification,	which	is	affecting	
the	 ability	 of	 the	 traditional	 nomadic	 herders	 to	
sustain	 themselves.	 	Now	about	half	of	Mongolia’s	
population	lives	in	three	cities,	the	largest	being	the	
capital,	 Ulaanbaatar,	 with	 about	 a	 million	 people.		
Many	of	the	people	moving	to	cities	are	unprepared	
for	the	demands	of	city	life	in	a	free	market	economy,	
and	 the	 government	 is	 not	 very	 transparent	 or	
accountable	to	the	people.		There	is	a	big	lesson	to	be	
learned	from	Mongolia’s	transition	to	a	free	market	
economy.	 	 Today,	 with	 a	 free	 market	 economy,	
Mongolia	 receives	 about	 as	 much	 total	 foreign	 aid	
as	it	did	from	the	Soviets	under	socialism.		Although	
now	there	is	a	Louis	Vuitton	boutique	in	Ulaanbaatar,	
there	are	also	drunk	men	and	children	living	in	the	
streets,	something	unheard	of	during	socialist	times.
	 The	 Peace	 Corps	 has	 been	 in	 Mongolia	 since	
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1991.		Currently	there	are	about	130	PCV’s,	with	about	
70%	 of	 them	 teaching	 English.	 	The	 rest	 are	 working	
on	 economic,	 youth,	 or	 health	 development	 projects.		
I	 work	 at	 the	 Institute	 of	 Finance	 and	 Economics,	 a	
private	 university	 in	 Ulaanbaatar	 that	 is	 probably	 the	
highest-ranked	business	school	in	the	country.	 	I	 teach	
Management,	Research	Methods,	and	Academic	Writing	
courses	 to	 MBA	 and	 PhD	 students.	 	 I	 also	 started	 an	
English	Club	for	students	and	another	one	for	 faculty.		
My	 school	 is	 the	 first	 in	 Mongolia	 working	 toward	
international	ACBSP	 accreditation,	 and	 I	 work	 on	 the	
accreditation	team.		Outside	of	my	school,	I	started	an	
English	Book	Club	at	the	library,	and	actively	participate	
in	 the	 first	 and	 only	 Toastmasters	 Club	 in	 Mongolia	
(I	 was	 a	 longtime	 member	 in	 the	 US).	 	 A	 group	 of	
volunteers	is	also	working	on	an	inter-university	English	
competition.	 	 But	 my	 pet	 project	 is	 working	 with	 the	
Education	 Ministry	 to	 develop	 scientifically	 valid	 and	
reliable	university	entrance	exams.
	

	 In	 a	 lot	 of	 ways,	 my	 life	 in	 Ulaanbaatar	 is	 a	 lot	
like	it	was	living	in	the	US,	with	my	living	conditions,	
volunteer	 work,	 and	 teaching	 at	 Oakland	 University.		
The	 big	 thrill	 I	 get	 is	 with	 the	 culture	 and	 people	 of	
Mongolia.	 	 Mongolian	 people	 are	 among	 the	 most	
hospitable	in	the	world,	and	have	a	unique	culture	that	
is	a	joy	to	experience.		Americans	can	learn	a	lot	from	
Monoglia!	 	 Unfortunately,	 with	 the	 dominance	 of	 the	
mining	 industry	 and	 migration	 to	 cities,	 Mongolia	 is	
rapidly	losing	much	of	its	cultural	heritage.		I	am	very	
fortunate	 to	be	able	 to	experience	 this	culture	while	 it	
lasts.		So	much	so,	that	I	am	asking	to	extend	my	service	
another	year.

	 These	 opinions	 expressed	 here	 are	 my	 own	 only,	
and	not	 those	of	 the	US	Government	or	 the	US	Peace	
Corps.

DSA National Convention

				Over	100	delegates,	alternates,	and	observers	attended	DSA’s	biannual	national	convention	in	Vienna,	Virginia	
from	November	11-13.	The	 six	delegates	 from	Detroit	DSA	were	Eric	Ebel,	David	 Ivers,	Lon	Herman,	David	
Elsila,	Earl	Mandel,	and	David	Green.
				
				The	most	pressing	issue	at	the	convention	was	how	DSA	should	respond	to	the	Occupy	Wall	Street	movement.	
The	delegates	passed	a	resolution	supporting	the	movement	and	urging	locals	to	become	involved	with	the	Occupy	
movement	in	their	cities.	In	addition,	the	resolution	suggested	certain	demands	(such	as	the	Conyers	Jobs	Bill	and	
free	higher	education)	for	the	General	Assembly	of	each	local	Occupy	movement	to	consider.	In	addition,	DSA’s	
national	 office	 has	 created	 a	 new	 website	 to	 disseminate	 information	 regarding	 participation	 of	 DSA	 locals	 in	
various	Occupy	demonstrations	and	events.	The	website	is	http://www.dsausa.org/occupy/index.html.	
				



	 The	other	major	focus	of	this	year’s	convention	was	the	transition	in	DSA’s	national	leadership.	We	
honored	outgoing	national	director	Frank	Llewellyn	and	welcomed	our	new	national	director—Maria	Svart.		
Maria	gave	an	excellent	interview	on	the	Thom	Hartmann	Show	during	the	week	preceding	the	convention.
					
	 DSA	held	a	public	outreach	event	in	conjunction	with	the	convention	at	a	Washington,	D.C.	church	on	
Novemeber	11th.	The	event	featured	speeches	by	Service	Employees	International	Union	(SEIU)	Secretary-
Treasurer	(and	DSA	honorary	chair)	Eliseo	Medina,	Metropolitan	D.C.	Central	Labor	Council	President	Joslyn	
Williams	(who	announced	“I	too	am	a	democratic	socialist.”),	Jobs	with	Justice	Executive	Director	Sarita	Gupta,	
and	Nation	magazine	political	correspondent	John	Nichols.	Nichols	captivated	the	audience	with	his	recounting	
of	the	struggle	to	defend	public	sector	unions	in	Wisconsin	earlier	this	year.	He	also	expressed	optimism	about	
the	2012	elections	based	on	results	of	recently	completed	elections	 in	which	voters	 in	Ohio	overturned	the	
Republican	legislature’s	attempt	to	deny	collective	bargaining	rights	to	public	sector	workers,	voters	in	Maine	
blocked	attempts	to	restrict	access	to	the	polls	by	requiring	photo	ID	as	a	prerequisite	for	voting,	voters	 in	
Mississippi	stopped	a	ballot	proposition	which	would	have	outlawed	abortions	by	granting	”personhood	status”	
to	human	embryos,	and	voters	in	Michigan	recalled	the	Republican	legislator	who	sponsored	the	draconian	
Emergency	Manager	Law.

Calendar of Events

January

Saturday, January 28th—Rally for Weatherization Jobs	from	11	AM	until	12:30	PM	at	Greater	

St.	Matthews	Baptist	Church,	396	LaBelle	Street,	Highland	Park	48203.	The	rally	is	co-sponsored	

by	Jobs	with	Justice,	Rainbow	PUSH,	and	NAACP-Highland	Park.

February

Sunday, February 5th—DSA Executive Board Meeting	from	10	AM	until	noon	at	the	home	of	

David	and	Teena	Green,	28292	Harwich	Drive,	Farmington	Hills

March

Saturday, March 3rd—DSA General Membership Meeting	from	10	AM	until	noon	at	the	Royal	

Oak	Senior/Community	Center,	3500	Marais	Avenue,	Royal	Oak
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Democratic Socialists of America
of Greater Detroit
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Farmington	Hills,	MI	48334

Spread the word about DSA!

Next meeting, Saturday, March 3rd — 
DSA General Membership Meeting

Hope to see you there!


